1. Introduction

In “On the Moral Right to Civil Disobedience,” David Lefkowitz seeks, amongst other things, to challenge Joseph Raz’s claim that people have no moral right to civil disobedience in liberal regimes. Lefkowitz argues that members of liberal democracies enjoy a moral right to engage in suitably constrained forms of civil disobedience which he calls ‘public disobedience’. An example of public disobedience might be antiwar protesters holding a sit-in in a federal building to communicate their objections to a military action. Lefkowitz conceives of the right to engage in such disobedience as constituting both a claim-right against punishment, grounded upon the non-instrumental value of individual autonomy, and a (special) liberty-right to do wrong. The latter is understood as a liberty to act sincerely and reasonably on a mistaken conception of what justice requires. The former does not include a claim-right against other forms of interference by the state such as forcible prevention or penalisation. Drawing upon Joel Feinberg’s arguments for the expressive element of punishment, Lefkowitz argues that, although the state may not punish public disobedients, it is at liberty to penalise them for their conduct through heavy fines and even temporary incarceration. Penalisation of public disobedients is
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permissible, he says, on both instrumental grounds and symbolic grounds because, unlike punishment, it does not aim to communicate condemnation to disobedients for their breach of law.

In the first part of this discussion, I outline my reasons for supporting Lefkowitz’s efforts to defend a moral right to public disobedience in liberal regimes. In the second part, I explain why I am not persuaded that the right to public disobedience is either a claim-right against punishment (and not penalisation) or a special liberty-right to do wrong. On the standard liberal conception, rights of conduct provide defeasible normative protection of a sphere of autonomy against all forms of coercive interference by others, not just against particular forms of interference such as punishment. The fact that such rights protect the conduct whether or not it is reasonable shows that there can be no liberty-right to public disobedience. And, the fact that such rights of conduct do not provide defeasible normative protection against negative judgments of that conduct shows that public condemnation of some public disobedience can be consistent with respect for the right to public disobedience.

2. Public Disobedience

Lefkowitz defends a contractualist account of legal obligation, beginning with the idea that persons, as autonomous agents, have certain basic moral rights respect for which often requires collective action. Lefkowitz suggests that modern states consist partly of institutions designed to facilitate the collective action schemes

---

5 It is a mistake to suppose that punishment is inevitably worse, and thereby less justifiable, than penalisation. The reasons for which some action is taken and the particular mode of action used determine whether it is justifiable.
necessary to protect those basic rights.⁶ According to Lefkowitz, where there is reasonable disagreement over the form that collective action should take, it would be unreasonable to reject a democratic procedure for resolving such disputes since such a procedure recognises the equal authority of all citizens to determine what the collective action scheme (the law) ought to be. A state, he says, has a justified claim to political authority when it is both minimally democratic in this sense and liberal in the sense of manifesting a principled commitment to individual rights. When a state has such legitimacy, citizens have a duty to follow the law. But, in contrast with traditional accounts of legal obligation, Lefkowitz maintains that this duty to the law is disjunctive. Citizens either must follow the law or they must engage in suitably constrained civil disobedience. If they oppose a policy, they may not choose, for example, simply to disregard it; they either must follow it (using legal means of protest if they wish) or use suitably constrained civil disobedience against it.⁷ Lefkowitz’s explanation for why legal obligation is disjunctive is that both adherence to the law and suitably constrained civil disobedience, and only these two options, demonstrate respect for other citizens as persons who have equal authority to determine what the law ought to be.

Lefkowitz’s purpose in sketching out his contractualist account of legal obligation is to show that it is compatible with a moral right to suitably constrained

---


⁷ Although this disjunctive duty could be interpreted exclusively (so that the duty of the majority is to follow the law and the duty of the minority is publicly to disobey it), I assume that Lefkowitz intends the disjunction to be inclusive such that there are two ways for a person to satisfy the demands of legal obligation: either through adherence to the law or through public disobedience. On this inclusive reading, however, legal obligation is disjunctive only for those citizens who regard a certain law or policy as unjust. Citizens who do not sincerely believe that a certain policy is unjust could not satisfy the demands of legal obligation through public disobedience (even when they disobey out of sympathy for the minority) because their disobedience would lack the sincere conviction which, on Lefkowitz’s view, we legitimately may demand from each other: their disobedience would not be suitably constrained in the appropriate ways. Thus, there can be only one way for such citizens to honour their legal obligation on Lefkowitz’s view, which is to follow the law.
civil disobedience. Lefkowitz goes so far as to say that recognition of such a right is necessary for a state to have political legitimacy. To defend his position, Lefkowitz begins by critiquing Raz’s view that there can be no right to civil disobedience in liberal regimes because members’ rights to political participation are, by hypothesis, adequately protected by law and so cannot justify breaking it. Raz says:

> Every claim that one’s right to political participation entitles one to take a certain action in support of one’s political aims (be they what they may), even though it is against the law, is *ipso facto* a criticism of the law for outlawing this action. For if one has a right to perform it its performance should not be civil disobedience but a lawful political act. Since by hypothesis no such criticism can be directed against the liberal state there can be no right to civil disobedience in it.⁸

Lefkowitz argues, correctly I believe, that when one appeals to political participation rights to defend one’s disobedience one does not necessarily criticise the law for outlawing one’s action. Members of minorities can appreciate that democratic discussions often must be cut short so that decisions may be taken. As such, persons who engage in political disobedience may view current policy as the best compromise between the need to act and the need to accommodate continued debate. Nonetheless, they can observe that, with greater resources or further time for debate, their view might have held sway. Given this possibility, the right to political participation must include a right to continue to contest the result after the votes are counted or the decisions taken. And this right should include public disobedience because the best conception of political participation rights is one that reduces as much as possible the impact that luck has upon the popularity of a view.

As Bertrand Russell observes, often it is difficult to make the most salient facts in a dispute known through conventional channels of participation, partly because the controllers of mainstream media tend to grant defenders of unpopular

views limited space to advance their causes. Given, however, the sensational news value of illegal protest, engaging in civil disobedience can often lead to wide dissemination of a position where legal protest could not do. Civil disobedience, as Lefkowitz points out, also allows dissenters to demonstrate the strength of their convictions about issues which may be for the majority matters of indifference (214). Including suitably constrained civil disobedience under political participation rights thus helps to make those rights real.

In addition to reducing the impact of luck, time, and limited resources on the effectiveness of persons’ political participation, a state that respects individual rights has some responsibility, I believe, to reduce certain barriers to the conscientious communication of deeply held commitments. To require a person either to respect a law that she finds objectionable or to engage only in private disobedience against that law (where possible) is to deny her appropriate space to act in keeping with her conscientiously held beliefs. Borrowing from Antony Duff’s discussion of punishment, when a person believes that certain decisions are wrong, this commits her not only to avoiding such decisions herself and to judging the conduct of people who pursue such decisions as being wrong, but also to communicating this judgment in some situations. To remain silent, to let the action pass without objection, could cast doubt on the sincerity of her conviction. And although legal protest, like civil disobedience, offers a vehicle through which to communicate conviction, it lacks the conscientious and frequently performative forms of dissociation that distinguish civil

---

disobedience from ordinary offences. Thus, to make political participation rights real and meaningful, some space must be made for communicative dissociation from laws and policies.

The space made for disobedience under political participation rights necessarily is constrained in certain ways. For Lefkowitz, the constraints in question are communicativeness, non-coerciveness, and a willingness by disobedients to accept the legal consequences of their conduct, namely, penalisation (215). I discuss in Section 4 my doubts about the third constraint, and for now will note that I endorse Lefkowitz’s communicativeness and non-coerciveness constraints provided that the latter is not intended to restrict protected disobedience to that which defends morally reasonable causes. Lefkowitz states that,

> Those who engage in [public disobedience] must display their commitment to the equal authority of all citizens to determine what the law ought to be and so must refrain from usurping this authority by coercing the state into abandoning or adopting certain policies (216).

This could be interpreted as ruling out any public disobedience taken in support of causes that do not affirm a commitment to the equal authority of all to determine what the law should be. If it did, then Lefkowitz would have in mind a different notion of a right of conduct from the liberal conception endorsed by his primary opponent Raz, who argues that the nature and purpose of rights of conduct is to protect a sphere of autonomy for the agent even when the agent is somehow morally unjustified in her

---


12 Italics added.

13 Lefkowitz has said in conversation that he intends the non-coerciveness constraint to apply primarily to disobedients’ modes of action. However, he has said that he would not troubled if an implication of his view were that the right to public disobedience does not protect citizens who deny the equal authority of all to determine what the law should be.
conduct.¹⁴ To assert a right to civil disobedience, Raz argues, is to grant the legitimacy of resorting to this mode of political action to one’s opponents; it means that the legitimacy of this mode of protest does not depend upon the legitimacy of one’s cause. Although Lefkowitz’s notion of a right of conduct seems to differ from Raz’s in that Lefkowitz regards rights of conduct as providing normative protection only against certain forms of interference, nevertheless he presumably has Raz’s notion of a right to civil disobedience in mind when he says that he aims to show Raz is mistaken to deny there is a right to civil disobedience in liberal regimes (203ff.). Therefore, we may take it that Lefkowitz’s non-coerciveness condition pertains to disobedients’ modes of action and not to their chosen commitments. Understanding that the right to public disobedience, as a right of conduct, has the character just described is important for my purpose in the next section which is to show that there is no liberty-right to public disobedience.

A good conception of non-coerciveness begins, I believe, with the communicativeness constraint. Communication is an other-directed activity characterised by engagement at a rational level by the ‘speaker’ with the ‘hearer’, and by comprehension by the hearer of what is conveyed to her. Civil disobedience, like lawful punishment by the state, is associated with a backward-looking aim to communicate condemnation of certain conduct and a forward-looking aim to bring about through moral dialogue a lasting change in that conduct.¹⁵ Having the aim to lead policymakers and society to internalise the reasons behind a protest so as to bring about a lasting change in policy, places certain constraints upon how disobedients may legitimately pursue that aim. A genuine desire to communicate effectively

¹⁴ Raz, Authority of Law, 266ff. Raz states that we do not need a right to act rightly. ‘When our conduct is right that gives us all the entitlement we need. But, we do need a right to act in ways we ought not to act.’


requires an awareness that certain modes of communication, such as systematic coercion, are at odds with long-term persuasive aims. Too radical a protest may obscure the moral force of the objection. More importantly, to try to coerce hearers rather than to persuade them of a view would be to treat them as less than fully autonomous beings with whom disobedients could engage rationally. For disobedients to claim plausibly that they endeavour to engage in moral dialogue with policymakers and various members of society, they must use modes of communication consistent with respect for the autonomy of their hearers as rational beings capable of responding to the reasons disobedients believe they have to challenge current policy. Finally, disobedients who both respect their hearers and aim to be persuasive have reason to avoid protesting in ways and places that unduly provoke or incite harmful conduct by supporters or opponents.

3. Liberty-Rights

As noted above, Lefkowitz conceives of the right to public disobedience not merely as a claim-right against certain kinds of interference which I consider below, but also as a Hohfeldian liberty-right or moral permission to engage in public disobedience. Lefkowitz endorses the Hohfeldian idea that a person enjoys a liberty-right to act when others have no claim upon her not to act. However, Lefkowitz revises the traditional conception of what it means to have a claim upon someone’s action. He argues that there are limits to what we plausibly may demand of each other as persons making decisions in light of the ‘burdens of judgment’. Lefkowitz says that,
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16 For a brief defence of the coherence of the notion of a liberty-right to do wrong, see Peter Jones, Rights (New York: Palgrave, 1994), 204-207.
17 Following Scanlon and Rawls, Lefkowitz identifies two senses of ‘reasonable’. A person is morally reasonable if, and only if, she is committed to limiting her pursuit of the good life appropriately to
If we accept that ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ and that the most that creatures like us can do, in circumstances characterized by the burdens of judgment, is to make reasonable judgments as to what justice, or morality, requires, then this fact ought to be reflected in the content of our claims against one another (229).

Although people ought to act as morality truly requires, the most that people may demand of each other is that they act reasonably, Lefkowitz argues. To say someone has a liberty to act is not to say that she acts rightly, it is to say that she acts reasonably (232). The right to public disobedience may be construed as a liberty-right in this sense, Lefkowitz argues, because when a person champions through public disobedience a reasonable but erroneous conception of justice, she satisfies all claims that others plausibly can make of her, but nonetheless, in some sense, acts ‘wrongly’ since the policy she defends is less just or moral than existing policy.

I have three criticisms of this view. First, the difficulties, which Lefkowitz notes, in applying traditional deontological terminology to this account might be alleviated if Lefkowitz relinquishes the idea that the realm of duty is exhausted by the realm of rights-claims (224). His suggestion that these two realms are co-extensive is problematic for him because he also says that, for the purposes of his article, he limits the terms ‘wrong’ and ‘immoral’ to violations of moral duty (225). If wrong actions are actions that breach moral duty, and if duties are exhausted by rights-claims, then it cannot follow that a person acts wrongly when she acts sincerely and reasonably in defence of an unjust cause where no one has a claim upon her that she act otherwise. But, if people can have duties to act in certain ways even when others have no claim-right against them, and thus act wrongly when they breach those duties, then the person who reasonably endorses an unjust policy can be said to act wrongly (even

______________________________________________________________________________

to accommodate others who are also rational and reasonable. A person’s belief or action is cognitively reasonable when it is ‘a judgment made under conditions of less than full information, and/or awareness of the full range of reasons that apply to someone in that situation, and/or with less than perfect reasoning.’ Cognitively reasonable judgments are ones made in circumstances characterized by what Rawls calls the burdens of judgment. C.f. Lefkowitz, “A Contractualist Defense”.
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though no one may demand that she act otherwise) since she breaches a duty, and thus fails to act as morality truly requires. Adopting this view of duty would prevent Lefkowitz from having to assert that the conduct of the reasonable person involves some special and rather obscure sort of wrongness.

Second, related to this, we should consider whether the claim that ought implies can actually supports Lefkowitz’s position. Suppose I have to give a lecture this morning, but my train to the university is delayed so that I am unable to give the lecture this morning. In some sense, I still ought to give the lecture, but the fact that I am unable to is a constraint upon this. According to John Gardner, what I ought to do (have reason to do) is not limited to what I am able to do. I have reason to give my lecture even though I cannot do so and it is because I have reason to give the lecture that I feel distressed at being unable to do so. But, since I cannot give the lecture, I have no reason to try to give the lecture. I have reason to try to φ only if I can succeed in φ-ing. This characterisation of the relation between ought and can (i.e. that ought to try implies can succeed, but ought does not necessarily imply can) is more compatible with Lefkowitz’s position than the standard account since Lefkowitz seeks to highlight that what we ought to do according to morality lies beyond what we may demand of each other given the burdens of judgement; therefore, what we ought to try to do is to act reasonably.

Third, let us consider the parameters of the claim-right to public disobedience in relation to the parameters of Lefkowitz’s liberty-right. I assume that Lefkowitz intends the liberty-right to public disobedience to map onto the same set of actions as the claim-right to public disobedience. But, if the correct way to conceive of the claim-right to public disobedience is, as I have suggested, as a right of conduct that

---

protects a certain sphere of action irrespective of the legitimacy of the disobedient’s cause, then necessarily there will be acts of disobedience, namely those advocating highly objectionable or unreasonable causes such as Neo-Nazism, that are protected by the claim-right to public disobedience but not by the liberty-right. The implication is that there is no liberty-right to public disobedience per se because only the public disobedience that is just or reasonable could fall within the parameters of a liberty-right. Therefore, we may reject the idea of a liberty-right to public disobedience and turn to the claim-right to public disobedience.

4. Penalisation

According to Lefkowitz, the claim constitutive of the right to public disobedience is a claim against punishment: the right to public disobedience grounds a duty for the state not to punish disobedients merely because they have engaged in this form of protest. On Lefkowitz’s view, this claim against interference does not extend to a claim against penalisation. The distinction between punishment and penalisation, highlighted by Feinberg, turns on the observation that penalties such as parking tickets, offside penalties, and disqualifications have a miscellaneous character, but largely lack the symbolic condemning significance of punishment. Trading on this distinction, Lefkowitz argues that it is the non-instrumental value of individual autonomy that makes it impermissible for the state to condemn (that is to say to punish) public disobedience, but permissible to penalise it.

Lefkowitz offers both instrumental grounds and symbolic grounds for his claim that severe penalisation does not infringe the moral right to public disobedience.

---

19 The distinction between punishment and penalisation is less clear-cut than Feinberg and Lefkowitz suppose, but I shall accept the distinction for the purposes of this discussion because my challenge to Lefkowitz focuses on the reasons for which he says penalisation may be imposed.

20 The arguments in this section are presented in Brownlee, “Penalizing Public Disobedience”.
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He argues that granting the state the liberty to penalise public disobedience contributes to the stability of the state by both better enabling the state to facilitate morally necessary collective action and reducing the likelihood that people will undertake public disobedience unless they believe a law and policy is significantly unjust (219). In brief,

…the justification for a fine or limitation on liberty rests primarily on considerations of deterrence, i.e., on an instrumental calculation of the effect that penalizing, or not penalizing, a public disobedient will have on the stability and effectiveness of the legal order (223n).

Concerning symbolism, he argues that the state should be at liberty to penalise public disobedients because their acceptance of harsh penalties allows them symbolically to affirm citizens’ collective authority to settle reasonable disagreements about morally necessary collective action schemes (220). Paying heavy fines allows public disobedients symbolically to recognise the costs they impose on others when they adopt this mode of political participation. And, accepting temporary incarceration allows public disobedients to show that they do not intend to usurp the authority of the state, but rather act (just) within the boundaries of political debate (222).

Let us test the suggestion that the right to public disobedience includes no claim against penalisation. Our test is to consider whether the liberal-democratic state that penalises someone for public disobedience properly owes her some apology for this treatment (on the grounds that the treatment infringes her rights). There are several rights-related reasons to think that such an apology by the state would be appropriate even when the imposition of penalisation is at some level defensible.

---

21 Deterring all but the most serious dissenters might not contribute to the stability of the state. First, the most serious dissenters are not necessarily the most justified in their commitments. Second, as John Rawls suggests, (justified) civil disobedience can serve to inhibit departures from justice and to correct departures when they occur; thus it can act as a stabilising force in society. John Rawls, *A Theory of Justice*. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), 383.
First, Lefkowitz’s claim that public disobedients have no right against penalisation conflicts with his contractualist account of what is required to respect persons as autonomous rational agents, an account upon which he bases his defence of both the liberal-democratic state’s political legitimacy and the right to public disobedience. In brief, Lefkowitz argues that it is the non-instrumental value of individual autonomy and the protection of persons’ good and bad choices that that value demands, that make it impermissible for the state to condemn (to punish) public disobedience. But, he fails to explain why, on his view, the non-instrumental value of individual autonomy does not also make it impermissible, other things being equal, for the state to seek to prevent public disobedience and to penalise its practitioners.

One reason that such interference is impermissible on autonomy-related grounds is that it disregards both the conscientious nature of public disobedients’ conduct and public disobedients’ status as equal members of the community. When, for example, a judge orders a long-time anti-fur-trade activist, who blocked a department store entrance, to stay away from animal rights protests so that she and others won’t ‘be back doing the same things again,’ he gives no weight to the conscientiousness of her convictions or the merits of her position or the constrained, non-coercive nature of her chosen conduct. He simply issues an order to deter undesired behaviour.\textsuperscript{22} And, when a judge penalises a public disobedient primarily to deter either her or other people from engaging in undesired behaviour he treats her merely as a means to achieve some future good. Unless further arguments are offered, such treatment ignores that a person has certain rights as an autonomous agent that

proscribe her being treated that way. Of course, those rights are not absolute, and they may be overridden if the benefits of penalisation are sufficiently great. But, such rights nonetheless identify persisting normative protection against interference that must be addressed to defend penalisation as a deterrent.

This autonomy-related objection also applies to some of the particular penalties that Lefkowitz endorses such as temporary incarceration, which is by its nature at odds with respect for individual autonomy. Lefkowitz compares the penalisation of public disobedients through incarceration with the quarantining of potential disease carriers to demonstrate that there is no necessary connection between confinement by the state and the state’s communication of disapproval or resentment to those confined. However, the issue Lefkowitz overlooks is whether the unpleasantness of the burden imposed is an essential and intended feature of what is done to the detained person and whether the reasons for imposing the unpleasantness are at odds with a respect for individual rights. Incarceration as penalisation cannot be compared to quarantine because, whereas the deprivation imposed in quarantine is an unintended and regrettable side-effect of isolating persons as potential disease carriers, the deprivation imposed on public disobedients as penalisation is an essential and intended part of what is done to them. The incarceration is meant to be burdensome on public disobedients so that it deters either them or others from engaging in excessive or frivolous disobedience. And this disregards their rights as full members of the community to contribute to the resolution of collective disputes through legitimate means such as public disobedience.

Second, related to the autonomy objection is an objection concerning the conditions for effective exercise of the right to political participation. Lefkowitz’s

willingness to have the state penalise public disobedients through means that are sufficient to impose a genuine sacrifice upon them (220) conflicts with his claim that it is important ceteris paribus to reduce as much as possible the barriers to effective political participation. Since penalisation, and in particular penalisation sufficient to impose a genuine sacrifice, is likely to dissuade many people from undertaking public disobedience (including many who are serious about their convictions), the use of penalisation is a barrier to citizens’ effective exercise of their right to political participation including the right to public disobedience.

Third, Lefkowitz’s defence of the state’s liberty to prevent people from publicly disobeying and to penalise them for publicly disobeying would be more understandable if public disobedience were, on his view, a deviant form of political engagement beyond what can be tolerated in a liberal democracy. But, for Lefkowitz, public disobedience is not beyond what can be tolerated. Rather, it offers one of two ways to satisfy the demands of legal obligation because it respects other citizens as persons who have equal authority to determine what the law ought to be. And, this status of public disobedience as a legitimate form of political engagement considerably weakens the symbolic grounds for penalisation. Since suitably constrained civil disobedience respects the equal authority of all to determine what the law ought to be, there can be, on Lefkowitz’s view, no real costs of the relevant kind for disobedients symbolically to acknowledge.

One might respond on Lefkowitz’s behalf that, since public disobedience can encourage frivolous or opportunistic disobedience in the absence of penalisation, public disobedients should accept certain significant penalties as a means of restoring the level of deterrence that their own actions have undermined. Since they are responsible for a decline in the deterrence of frivolous disobedience, it might seem
fair to impose the burden of repair on them. This response fails because burdening conscientious actors on such grounds uses them merely to deter other types of conduct, which, unlike their own conduct, do not respect the authority of all citizens to contribute to collective decision-making. Penalising public disobedients in order to restore deterrence levels may be a necessary evil that the state must impose in order to avoid having to prohibit and to punish all civil disobedience, but we should not suppose, as Lefkowitz does, that it is anything other than a necessary evil that fails to respect public disobedients as autonomous persons who contribute to collective decision-making in legitimate ways.

Unless there are more compelling arguments for penalising public disobedients, we may conclude that disobedients have a rights-claim against both forcible prevention and penalisation by the state. Now, do public disobedients have similar claims against public condemnation? I shall argue in the next section that they do not. Briefly, if deterrence were said to provide an independent justification for punishment, then disobedients would have autonomy-related claims against being punished. But, on a plausible conception of punishment as the communication of disapprobation for a wrongdoing (which Lefkowitz seems to endorse), deterrence plays only a secondary role in its justification. The central purposes and justifying aims of punishment, on the communicative account that I adopt, are to demonstrate condemnation of and disapprobation for certain conduct or aspects of conduct and to engage the offender in moral dialogue so as to persuade her to repent aspects of her

---

24 I thank Jeff McMahan for outlining this response.
25 C.f. Duff, Punishment, Communication and Community and John Tasioulas, “Punishment and Repentance,” Philosophy 81 (2006): 279-322. Note that not all consequential reasoning is ruled out of the justification of punishment on a communicative account. When deciding on the appropriate punishment, the state must consider how the punishment will be received, that is, what form of punishment will most effectively communicate the state’s condemnation. And when choosing between two punishments that are equally defensible on a retributive basis, the state must consider their respective benefits, including deterrence, to determine which is preferable.
conduct, to recompense those whom she has harmed, and to reform her conduct as appropriate. In certain circumstances, these aims can be consistent with respect for the right to public disobedience.

5. Punishment

There is an important distinction between protecting autonomous choices and assessing or guiding those choices. Although a right to public disobedience both defeasibly protects a person from coercive interference (including penalisation) and provides that person with certain claims to positive assistance, this right does not protect that person from others’ judgments of her chosen exercise of this right. Essentially, it does not immunise her from the condemnation of either other citizens or the state. Lefkowitz accepts as much when he says that state officials and individual citizens may, of course, criticize both the content of views communicated through public disobedience and the decision to exercise that right in light of the purposes to which it is being used:

…[In fact] by engaging in rational criticism of those views with the person who advocates them, citizens implicitly acknowledge the publicly disobedient actor as capable of acting autonomously…By trying to persuade publicly disobedient actors that the views they advocate are mistaken, rather than dismissing them for having adopted the means they did to advance those views, state officials and other citizens will acknowledge the protesters as agents with a moral right to play a part in determining law and state policy (219).

---

27 Persons’ political participation rights, including their right to public disobedience, require an effective system of provision and protection within the society’s accepted morality and (in certain senses) its legal system in order to reduce the impact that luck has upon effective participation. Effective recognition of the moral right to public disobedience requires, for example, that the state, where possible, allow the disobedience to occur, and neither sabotage the disobedience nor respond with excessive force. Additionally, it requires that the state take public disobedients seriously as a distinct category of offender, and thus, exercise discretion when deciding whether to arrest, charge, go to trial, convict, or sentence. Although the strength of these duties depends partly upon the strategies that public disobedients employ and their immediate effects, these duties will be in play for any suitably constrained, rights-protected disobedience. At all stages in the legal process, authorities have opportunities to show their tolerance of a little disobedience.
What state officials and citizens ought not to do, Lefkowitz argues, is condemn a person who publicly disobeys the law merely because she does so or criticize her for not limiting her exercise of the right to political participation to legal means. Agreeing with Lefkowitz on this last point does not commit us to his conclusion that the state is not at liberty to condemn (i.e. to punish) any of the conduct of its public disobedients. Even were it the case (and I think it is the case) that the state ought not to punish persons for mere breach of law, often politically communicative breaches of law will have negative aspects that make them appropriately subject to the state’s disapproval. Since it is impossible to divorce an exercise of a right from either the purpose for which it is exercised or the effects of its exercise, there will be occasions where society’s communication of condemnation to a public disobedient is legitimate as an effort to engage that person in moral dialogue about her conduct.

One such occasion is when disobedients advocate through highly visible methods deeply offensive policies that are at odds with the fundamental principles of a liberal democracy. (Deeply offensive conduct, such as leading a banned Neo-Nazi march through a Jewish neighbourhood, nonetheless can satisfy the formal constraints of communicativeness and non-coerciveness as outlined above.) A second occasion is when disobedients’ conduct, irrespective of its objectives, causes significant harm or unreasonable risk of harm to others. (Much harmful or risky conduct, such as vandalism, road-blocks, some symbolic theft, some trespass, property damage, self-mutilation, disturbance of business, and so on, nonetheless can satisfy the formal constraints of communicativeness and non-coerciveness.) Although disobedients’ defence of genuine values does not warrant censure, the mode of communication they employ does warrant censure to the extent that it wrongfully causes significant negative effects and/or risks of harm to others. These disobedients deserve
condemnation to the extent that they intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly brought about harmful consequences through their chosen action.28 (The amount of condemnation that actually is justified sometimes may be less than that which these disobedients deserve given relevant factors that recommend being compassionate toward them as individuals who find adherence to laws they oppose deeply onerous. I discuss this briefly below.)

One might question whether, in either of the above contexts, the communication of disapprobation by the state could or should take the form of punishment. The abolitionist characterisation of illegal actions as conflicts to be resolved may be appropriate in the context of public disobedience since disobedients who breach the law in suitably constrained, conscientiously communicative ways enter into a conflict with authority at the level of deeply held conviction. In that context, it may be a more fitting objective for the state to promote a reconciliation of antagonistic perspectives than to seek to punish public disobedients. Even so, not all conflicts between disobedients and the state merit a reconciliation of perspectives (as opposed to a revision in perspective on the part of disobedients). And, when a reconciliation of perspectives is appropriate, modest punitive censure understood as an attempt to engage the offender in moral dialogue can play an important role in that process of reconciliation.29 Punishment, on this view, not only communicates both disapprobation of aspects of the offender’s action and a desire for reformation on her part, but also gives her an opportunity to communicate her acceptance of that

28 How much weight these considerations should be given will depend on the case. Lefkowitz says: ‘…people should have to bear the costs involved in others’ exercise of their moral right to political participation, and insofar as a moral right to public disobedience is derived from the right to political participation, people should have to bear the costs of others engaging in acts of public disobedience.’ (221) This is true when those costs are minimal. But, when public disobedience causes significant harm, unreasonable risk of harm, or unreasonable offence, then, even when their protest greatly contributes to public debate, there are prima facie grounds for requiring those who protest to make reparation to those they negatively affect.

judgement, to apologise to those whom she has negatively affected, and to make reparation where appropriate. Even when a person’s wrongdoing is fully justified, these normative consequences come into play; healthcare employees who strike illegally to secure an equitable contract, for example, may be fully justified in their disobedience and yet may be called upon to make reparation to the community harmed by their action. Any legal system presupposes that even fully justified wrongdoing has at least one normative consequence. As John Gardner observes, it makes it the offender’s job to offer what justification she can as a responsible agent who answers for her conduct.  

Lefkowitz’s comments quoted above, that citizens and the state may criticise those who exercise the right to public disobedience poorly, is consistent with, and indeed supportive of, this conception of punishment as a contribution to moral dialogue.

It does not follow from the fact that punishment can play an important role in this moral dialogue that public disobedients are susceptible to severe burdens such as incarceration. A key tenet of the communicative theory of punishment is that modes of punishment must be consistent with a respect for offenders as rational persons. Too harsh a response not only drowns out the moral appeal, as Andrew von Hirsch would say, but also denies offenders standing as persons capable of responding to reasons. Acceptable modes of punishment thus, for example, would not reduce disobedients’ valuable options below an adequate range. This feature of the communicative theory neutralises Lefkowitz’s worry that the punishment of public disobedience must constitute a violation of disobedients’ autonomy. Lefkowitz might reply that punishment which does not reduce disobedients’ valuable options below an adequate

---


range nonetheless constitutes an attack upon autonomy since it is to varying degrees coercive, and to be coerced is to be disrespected as an autonomous person; moreover, given the stigmatising aspects of punishment, any form of punishment violates or disrespects the autonomy of public disobedients. But, if this were so, which is debatable, then the argument would seem to prove too much since it would entail not only that the state has a duty not to punish any offender no matter what the crime since to punish would be to disrespect that offender as an autonomous agent, but also that the state may not criticise public disobedients for any improper use of their right since to do so would be stigmatising.

Note that public disobedients need not have a claim-right against punitive censure for the state to have a duty not to punish (assuming that the realm of duties is not exhausted by the realm of rights-claims). When, for example, disobedients are sincere and serious in their conviction and conscientious in their conduct in ways that relevantly distinguish them from both ordinary offenders and radical protesters, then the state has reason to appreciate the onerousness for them of not disobeying or effectively challenging laws or policies they find objectionable. Concern for their wellbeing as conscientiously motivated offenders gives the state some reason to be charitable or merciful toward them whether or not their cause is well-founded.\(^\text{32}\) I agree with Lefkowitz that public disobedients differ from ordinary offenders and from other protesters and that recognition of this must be reflected in the state’s responses to their conduct. Being charitable toward public disobedients in virtue of their conscientious conviction is one way for the state to acknowledge this difference.

In summary, appropriately modest censure allows a state to make known its disapprobation not only of certain modes of action that harm or risk harm to others,

\(^{32}\) For a discussion of mercy, see Tasioulas, “Punishment and Repentance”.
but also of certain views, particularly when those views are advocated through modes of conduct that lie at the periphery of what is permissible within a liberal democratic state. If the arguments offered here concerning the legitimate role of punishment in the moral dialogue between disobedients and the state are correct, then the claim constitutive of the right to public disobedience is a claim against penalisation, not against appropriately modest punishment.

6. Concluding Remark

Although I both have challenged the idea of a liberty-right to civil disobedience and have argued that the claim constitutive of the claim-right to public disobedience is a claim against penalisation not punishment, nevertheless I believe that Lefkowitz provides a plausible defence of this right in liberal regimes as an important manifestation of persons’ political participation rights. The arguments that Lefkowitz puts forward concerning the effective exercise of rights and the need to reduce the impact that luck has upon one’s political participation are compelling and well worth developing.
1. Acts of civil disobedience work to protect individual rights. Actions of civil disobedience will wax and wane over time because people are attracted to specific causes. When someone feels as if a specific right of theirs is being trampled upon, then they join up with others who feel the same way to do something about the issue. People who have disobeyed civil authority have stopped cruel and unusual punishment in the past, prevented ongoing segregation, challenged literary censors, and protected individualized rights of privacy and freedom. 2. It provides another check and balance in the framework of society. The United States prevents government control through the use of checks and balances through the three branches of government. The concept of civil disobedience was introduced by David Henry Thoreau in 1849 by what he experienced in the fight against slavery system in USA. The aims of this paper is to discuss the concept of civil disobedience and analyse its practice in Malaysia. This paper base on content analysis and interview. The analysis shows that first, there have several features to justify the acts of civil disobedience that happened in society. Must civil disobedients be punished in a democracy as they are punished in a totalitarian regime? If not, then what is the best way to moderate or eliminate the penalty for them? On the other hand, the law denies the claim that civil disobedience is a right; on the other hand, civil disobedience is an important part of the political landscape, a common and familiar event.5 This reality requires that we have a better understanding of civil disobedience and democracy. Thus, the aim of this thesis is to consider the justification for civil disobedience in a democracy and attempt to reconcile the tw... 5 On civil disobedience in the Civil Rights Movement and Martin Luther King, Jr., see Juan Williams, Eyes on the Prize: Americaâ€™s Civil Rights Years 1954â€“65 (New York: Viking, 1987); Arthur Wascow, From Race-Riot to Sit-In (New York: Anchor, 1966); Howard Zinn, SNCC: The New Abolitionists (Boston: Beacon, 1965).Â One is to comply after all, keeping your disapproval quiet, perhaps out of prudent fear of punishment for noncompliance or out of distaste for public attention and criticism as a dissenter. Another option is to comply but only after voicing disapproval, insofar as such dissent is itself not unlawful.